GARMENT FIT
SIZING:

Garments may be “women’s” sizing or “unisex/universal” sizing. Unisex/universal sizing is used for clothing that may be
worn by men or women and is usually more blocked or straight
cut. Women’s sizing is used for clothing intended for women
only and is usually more shapely or fitted (tapered at the waist
or bust line for a flattering feminine silhouette). Most GGC garments have been designed using women’s sizing. Some garments have been purchased off-the-shelf and branded for GGC
and they may be unisex/universal sizing.

FIT:

“Feminine Fit” or “Relaxed Fit” - To assist in obtaining a good fit, GGC has indicated on this chart whether
the garment is FF for “Feminine Fit” (more shapely, fit
closer to the body or RF for “relaxed fit” (more straight
cut). Roll-up cargo pants has AF for “adjustable fit” (relaxed fit with an elastic waist adjuster in the waistband).

The chart shows finished GARMENT measurements. Chest,
bottom, waist and hips are twice the width of the garment. Make
sure you give wearing ease for proper fit and comfort. The ease
varies depending on the style and fit of the garment. For example the international jacket needs bigger wearing ease. Fabric
impacts fit. The garment will fit and feel different on the body
depending on whether it is made in a woven, knit or stretch fabric. Garments may be 100% cotton, 95% cotton/5% spandex,
50% cotton/ 50% polyester and other combinations. Garments
which include spandex will fit more closely to the body than
garments which do not include this stretch fabric. They will also
keep their shape well and appear fresh every wash.

DISCONTINUED ITEMS:

Some sizes are out of stock and no longer available. Stock will
not be replenished.

MEASURING
It is very important to check the description and the size chart for each garment to ensure the best fit and to take into
account your own personal preference with regards to looseness or tightness of your clothing. Find your most comfortable
fitting garment style for each item to measure.
Choose your own T-Shirt/Hoodie/Blouse/Vest/Pants you like to wear in terms of fit. Lay the garment flat on the table face up
and take the measurements using a tape measure. Do not use rulers.
For T-Shirt/Hoodie/Blouse/Vest
Chest: measure the width across the chest of the shirt - 1 inch below the armhole (multiply by 2).
Body length: measure from the center back top of neck to the hem.
Bottom: measure the width at the bottom of the shirt (multiply by 2).
For Pants
Waist: measure the width on waist line of the pants (multiply by 2).
Hips: measure the widest part between the waist and the crotch of the pants (multiply by 2).
Inseam: measure from the crotch to the bottom of the pant leg.

Made To Measure Uniform Shirts:
Uniform Shirts (not including blouses) may be custom made for Members whose requirements fall outside the regular
sizes available - size required is smaller than the smallest size available or larger than the largest size available. Orders
for made to measure uniform shirts cannot be cancelled once placed. Please call 1-877-605-9339 to place an order.
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SIZING CHARTS
GARMENT (NOT BODY) MEASUREMENTS IN INCHES

YOUTH GGC CASUAL WEAR
SIZE
Spark 30th Anniversary T-shirt YOUTH (RF)

EST. 1910 T-shirt YOUTH (RF)
Is There a Badge For That? T-shirt YOUTH (RF)
Unity in Diversity T-shirt YOUTH (RF)
Everything she wants to be. T-shirt YOUTH (RF)
Camp Hair Don’t Care T-Shirt YOUTH (RF)
GG Logo T-shirt YOUTH (RF)

Heritage Logo T-shirt
YOUTH (RF)

L

XL

28

32

34

36

38

18

20

22

24

26

Chest

32

34

35

20.5

22

23.5

Chest

34

36

Body Length

22

23.5

from center back neck
to bottom of cuff

24.5

26.5

Chest

31.5

34

36

38

Body Length

20.5

21

22

24.5

from center back neck
to bottom of cuff

26

27.5

30

32

Chest

34

36

38

40

21.25

22.5

24

25.5

from center back neck
to bottom of cuff

26.5

27.75 30.25

Chest

36.5

Body Length

20.5

Body Length

Body Length
Sleeve Length,

* Hooded Sweatshirt YOUTH (RF)

M

Chest

Sleeve Length,
GG Logo Crew Sweatshirt
YOUTH (RF)

S

Body Length

Sleeve Length
Hooded Sweatshirt-REGULAR FIT
YOUTH (RF)

XS

Sleeve Length,

from center back neck
to bottom of cuff

• RF: Relaxed Fit
• FF: Feminine Fit

33

25

*Sizes not shown are discontinued and
no longer available.
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